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Extra on Face Reading-Forehead

Face/Palm Reading
General Reading
Forehead (Mobility Sector)
Indented or slumped forehead edges are not suitable for jobs that require traveling. Also, such person
will have problem managing business.
Narrow forehead is lack of financial resources as well as management ability.
Dark colored forehead is emotional unstable person.
Person with scar or mole on forehead edges often have minor hiccup when travel.
Glossy and bulging forehead is suitable for jobs that require traveling or migration.
An obvious bone on forehead edges is the one who commands authority.

Under such circumstances no face reading can be performed on person
1. After alcoholic drink
2. After sex
3. After anger
4. Cannot concentrate on reading
5. In a crowded place

Colors on Face (subtle energies that permeate through skin NOT the skin
color itself)
Greens mean shock
White means weep
Black/gray mean sickness
Red means anger
Yellow means joy
Purple means success
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Detail Reading
FOREHEAD

(Ages 15 to 30)
The forehead governs a person’s life journey from age 15 to 30. This is a golden
period of a person life. If somehow a person’s forehead is narrow and filled with moles,
this particular period will be faced with difficulties, obstacles and challenges. This
particular person will also having difficulties in relationships with parents as well as
superiors.
Wide forehead
Persons with such a forehead normally will get help from angels, superiors or elderly
without even seeking it. Such persons will have a better standard of living right before
age 30. Since the wide forehead also represents mobility, such persons will engage in
frequent travels. Such persons are also prone to migration.
High/tall forehead
This is similar to the above except that a well-defined forehead will be protected by
the ancestors’ graveyard or yin Feng Shui.
Low forehead
This is the reverse of the above in that a low forehead might not be able to excel
before age 30 and these persons lack the guidance of angels.
Stick-out forehead (concave shape)
A person with such a forehead is slow in decision-making because of being slow in
thoughts or thoroughness. Such a person is a calculative type that will hide his or her
true feelings.
Convex forehead
This is the reverse of the above concave type. Such persons are quick in
decision-making processes because of quick actions. The weakness of such persons
is they are hot tempered and act on impulse.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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